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User Manual

RG200mwRed and green stars

Thank you very much for buying double hole
-RG200MW red green 24 pattern effect full sky star. For
your personal safety and better use of the product,
please read this manual carefully before use, and
operate according to the regulations, so as not to
misuse the personal safety and light damage.
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●Products and functions:
The design and production of our products are all

evaluated and controlled in a comprehensive way. It is
strictly required to meet the quality standards and
ensure the superior performance of the products, and
to meet the expectations and requirements of the
customers to the maximum extent. The product light
source adopts the agreement with the international
laser generator standard. It can be used on a single
station, or online combined with a wide range of
applications. It can be used widely and widely. This
manual should be kept with the luminaire for
emergency needs. Semiconductor laser generator,
laser light source long life, high stability, very simple
operation, humanized design, dimming without
flickering, jitter phenomenon. It can be adapted to
photography, photography, TV stations and other
occasions that require strict lighting.

● Packing list:
When you turn on the laser light box, please check the
following items:

• • • -RG200MW: double hole -RG200MW red green 24
pattern effect
• • • - -RG200MW double red hole green red 24 pattern
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effect star sky power line
• • • • - -RG200MW double red hole 24 red and green
design effect

• security Directive:

Prevent electric shock, eye damage, environmental
protection packaging

! Before installing and repairing the lamps, please
confirm that the power supply of the lamp body is
disconnected. Please ensure that the blower fan outlet
is well ventilated and the surrounding environment is
well ventilated. Do not use this product in a wet
environment for a long time.

! Please prevent lamps from touching water
droplets during indoor use or maintenance. If used for
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outdoor use, please do adequate waterproof
measures.

Installation note:
1, installation position: before the positioning and

installation of the lamps and lanterns, to ensure the
stability of the installation point, to consider the long
vibration and time of the wear and tear, bearing at least
ten more bearing structure of the large product.

2, the installation process: first check the lamps
and lanterns hook and screws are complete or normal.
A professional lamp is usually used to hook M8-12
bolts and fix the installation through a nut equipped
with a fixture: the safety rope is sent through the
installation of the handle or the other safety hanger of
the lamps and lanterns, and then the required angle
and position are adjusted. When installing lamps and
lanterns, it must ensure that its position is stable, and
pedestrians are not allowed to walk under the lamps.
Valuables or fragile items should not be placed below
as far as possible, so as not to damage them. After
installation of lamps and lanterns, check the safety
rope regularly for a few days to see if there is any
loosening and wear. In the removal of lamps and
lanterns to turn off the power supply to ensure its
safety, first untie the safety rope, and then remove the
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hook or hanging lamp, but also to ensure the safety of
pedestrians below.

3. After the lamp is installed, the laser lamp
should be energized to avoid direct or indirect
shooting into people's eyes, and keep the distance
between the lamp and combustibles above 0.8 meters.
Try to ensure that lamps do not turn on frequently, or
strong vibration / impact, do not jitter use.

Product technical parameters:
Rated voltage: AC110V /230V + 10%

Rated frequency: 50Hz ~ 60Hz

Rated power: 20W

Laser power: G:30mw/532nm R:100mW/650nm
Laser color: emerald green; red

Mode setting: serial number mode switch position

Single computer sound control mode: SOUND

Self walking mode of single machine: AUTO

Cooling system: forced cooling system of fan
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Working environment: Indoor

Lamp size: 20*14*12/ CM
Carton:
one loading one: 23X19X15CM

Net weight: 1.5KG gross weight: 2KG

One load of 8:47X39X33CM

gross weight: 15KG

Pattern setting

Serial
number

Pattern Switch
position

1 Single computer
sound control mode SOUND

2 Single machine self
walking mode AUTO
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Maintenance:
1. Try to prevent dust, dirt and smoke from artificial

laying or even flowing into the lamp body, the use of
the environment as far as possible to keep the laser
performer clean;

2. Please use professional glass cleaning agent
regularly every month and clean the mirror with
flannelette so as to ensure the maximum laser output
and prolong the service life of the light source.

Notice of warranty
Warranty period: This product is guaranteed for one
year from the date of purchase.

Warranty clause:
1. The failure to use this product within the

normal state of the warranty may, according to the
warranty clause, produce this warranty card and
purchase instrument (copy), and enjoy the free
maintenance service at the seller's or the production
plant.

2. During the warranty period, paid maintenance
service will be implemented in the following situations.
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(1) no effective warranty card can be produced.

(2) the warranty card is marked by omission and no
sales name.

(3) failures and injuries caused by force resistance.

(4) failure and damage caused by transportation and
unloading.

(5) failure or damage caused by failure to use
instructions.

(6) failure or damage caused by dismantling, repair or
modification of the product without authorization from
the manufacturer or by a non professional person.
Failure caused by non factory approval or non factory
control series.

(7) consumables - our factory's final interpretation of
this warranty clause.
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